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Unlock the thrill of non-stop opportunities with
TradeWorld 24/7 Crypto Trading! Elevate your
trading experience beyond borders and time
zones, as the crypto market never sleeps. Our
platform empowers you to seize every moment,
providing seamless access to a world of digital
assets around the clock. Dive into a dynamic
trading journey that aligns with your schedule,
turning every hour into an opportunity for
success. 

With TradeWorld 24/7 Crypto Trading, your
investments are shielded by cutting-edge
encryption, ensuring a worry-free trading
environment. Stay ahead of the curve with real-
time market insights, expert analyses, and
personalized strategies that cater to your unique
goals. Get ready to make your portfolio alive! Join
Us...
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Dymension Ronin

Interestingly, stablecoins have dominated the
scene with a volume of $86.54 billion, representing
a significant 91.10% of the total trading volume in
the crypto market. Bitcoin continues to hold its
dominance, currently standing at 52.63%, showing
a modest increase of 0.30% over the day.

Today, the global cryptocurrency market cap
stands at $1.95 trillion, marking a notable
5.25% increase over the last 24 hours.
Concurrently, the total trading volume in the
crypto market over the same period has
surged to $95 billion, reflecting a substantial
28.56% rise. Within this trading activity, the
decentralized finance (DeFi) sector has
contributed $7.19 billion, comprising 7.57% of
the total 24-hour volume. 

.

TUCKER CARLSON Bitonite Ethical Finance
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Avalanche stablecoin records
this milestone, but AVAX
stumbles

https://cryptonews.com/news/metam
ask-partners-with-robinhood-to-
simplify-crypto-transactions./

Will Polygon zkEVM’s latest
update help network
activity? 

https://cryptobriefing.com/congre
ss-questions-yellen-call-crypto-
regulation-criticizes-howey-test
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Litecoin’s impressive mining
stats fail to shield LTC

https://www.coingabbar.com/en/c
rypto-currency-news/nif-
researchers-confirm-nuclear-
fusion-reaction-results
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How Polygon Foundation can
affect MATIC’s growth

https://www.cryptopolitan.com/spot-
ethereum-etf-approval-time-
uncertain/

DOGE falls behind LINK once again –
Here’s what’s going on

https://www.coindesk.com/policy/2024/02
/06/british-columbia-court-backs-ban-on-
crypto-mining-in-canadian-province/
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$3.1

$43.3

GLMR $0.37

APTOS $8.56

CYBER $6.93
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 Name Price Cir. Supply Token Unlock Upcoming Unlock

1.17b

9.4m

14.68m

338m

826.99m

1.5%

7.3%

17.3%

94.8%

$5.65m

$1.17m

$212m

$18.6k

$16.5m

1.3%
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Trading in the foreign exchange market involves significant risk and may not be 
suitable for all investors. Past performance is not indicative of future results.
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